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Originating in the project Equal Preschools the following text discusses the 
prerequisites of boys and girls as concerns creation of identity, learning and 
equal opportunities for multiplicity in preschools. It also focuses on the 
working conditions of pedagogues. Both of these dimensions are emphasised, 
with bases in Nancy Fraser’s gender theoretical reasoning and discourse 
theory and the concepts of recognition and redistribution and the terms 
subordination and financial conditions. 
 
 
 
Introduction 
Preschool has a particular place in society as it educates and develops very young citizens. 
These early childhood years form the bases of our identities, roles, norms and values. It is 
interesting to learn how preschools may contribute to these aspects. The professional 
approach of teachers will of course become central in this discussion. Preschools and schools 
are intended to realise the equality between gender mission – and equality in general – based 
on the belief of all people’s equal value as expressed in the curricula (Lpo94, LPFÖ98). The 
intentions of the guiding documents, however, may be difficult to actually realise in practice. 
On the contrary one might claim that most preschools and schools are surprisingly far off the 
mark when it comes to meeting the objectives of the curricula. What actually takes place 
during this time? A number of circumstances may contribute to education and development 
that take other directions than those intended or expected. One such circumstance could, 
according to Nancy Fraser (2003), concern the absence of opportunities for participation on 
equal terms – an obstacle for interaction between equals. As we will show further on in this 
text, this concerns preschool children as well as the pedagogues involved. What rights and 
positions are boys and girls given within the institution of a preschool? 
 
Pedagogical actions develop knowledge but also offer values and norms within the framework 
of a multi-facetted web of relations. The central part of the pedagogical actions consists of 
communication (Fritzén 1998). When children start preschool and school they bring along 
experiences acquired in family situations and interactions with others. They meet pedagogues 
who all have different personalities and professional approaches and experiences. The 
pedagogical practice is also to realise the intentions of society as concerns children’s learning 
through various types of policy documents that set the limits of the actual work approach. 
How to take gender into consideration is thus decided through the different values of various 
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social and cultural contexts (Öhman 1999). How to approach the issue of gender between 
children, pedagogues and society is the focus of our text. What conscious or unconscious 
ideas and approaches concerning gender are included in and communicated in the 
conversations and meetings of pedagogical practices? Are there hidden values? 
 
Based on meetings and conversations in a research circle we wish to study the contextual 
understanding of conditions and linguistically carried values that are expressed in the work of 
preschools as concerns equal opportunities for participation and multiplicity for boys and 
girls. Our definition of a pedagogical practice is a situation that allows the participants to 
develop on a knowledge basis as well as on a social level. This includes meetings between 
pedagogues and children, but just as often meetings and conversations between professionals, 
for example in a work team. In this case we have studied a select number of pedagogues in 
preschools through different research circles (Holmstrand & Härnsten, 2003) that were part of 
the project Equal Preschool1. 
 
The empirical data originates in a number of gatherings, where we met pedagogues and talked 
about equality and gender in the actual work in preschools. Focus was put on contextual 
dimensions that concern boys and girls’ equal opportunities in the learning situation. Through 
analyses of what was actually expressed in conversations, we were later able to gain a deeper 
understanding of how social power structures are present in small children’s pedagogical 
learning situations in preschools and how the pedagogues as a work group is subordinated this 
power structure. 
 
The aim is to problemise the conditions and values concerning equality and gender in 
preschools. More specifically the study deals with identifying and understanding gender 
patterns, how they occur and are maintained, challenged and changed within the framework of 
a pedagogical practice. For this reason it becomes central to identify ideas that affect how 
people understand themselves and others, how they approach each other, and how they learn 
and create meaning and equality. 
 
The research circle as a pedagogical practice 
The project Equal Preschool has utilised research circles as its work method. The basis of a 
research circle is a group of individuals who together focus on one issue, a problem that has 
no given answer (Härnsten et al 2006). In this case the pedagogues from preschools and 
researchers from the university meet. The mutual driving force in this project was an interest 
in gender issues and the intention was to offer as many different points of view as possible 
and thus enhance the knowledge level of the pedagogues and the researchers concerning the 
conditions for boys and girls in preschools. 
 
Each research circle consisted of 8-10 pedagogues from a number of different preschools and 
municipalities and they met on five occasions in addition to the introductory search 
conference2, one or two joint meetings with other groups and a concluding gathering with all 
participating groups. Each circle allowed the participants to bring up questions that concerned 
their own work place in order to receive other participants’ points of view on the specific 
problem. The aim of this was to contrast different perspectives against each other and 
challenge a number of presupposed notions and ideas. Through this process opportunities 
were created for processing and renewing the understanding of the questions that were up for 
discussion. For the most part the conversations revolved around the different conditions of 
boys and girls in preschools, however we were also obliged to deal with questions that 
concerned our own situations, what type of values we were transmitting and how these could 
be discovered and identified. 
 
The role of the researcher in this discussion was to participate on equal terms with the other 
participants. The fact of the matter is that a research circle is based on the notion of 
                                                             
1 Equal Preschool was a project conducted in the years 2004-2007 in Kronoberg county and financed by the Swedish ESF council EU 

Growing Power objective 3 and the Government delegation for gender equal preschools. 
2 The search conference was intended to include participants in joint discussions in order to find common interests and form groups 

accordingly.  
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symmetrical relations, which allows everyone to be heard. At the same time the researcher 
was supposed to contribute with theoretical perspectives, to problemise and qualify the 
questions, to encourage the discussion and to conclude the conversation. Minutes were kept at 
each meeting. These became important when it was time to gather of empirically and 
theoretically interesting examples. Each meeting included a brief summary of the previous 
meeting and its most significant dimensions, i.e. we continued on where we had left off, and 
every participant could refer to the previous meeting – however only based on new reflective 
knowledge and experiences from the personal practice. 
 
Each participant also systematically studied a particular phenomenon, a specific dimension or 
aspect of the organisation. These studies were more experimental and investigative. They 
could be described in terms of micro studies that originated in what we choose to name action 
research. For instance this could involve the situation at meal time, how to communicate at 
gatherings or how boys and girls are portrayed in children’s literature. The pedagogues also 
scrutinised themselves and how they approached boys, girls and parents e.g. through video 
taping. The video taping allowed us to study how we addressed others, for instance when we 
wanted to encourage boys or girls. At each meeting the participants presented the progress of 
their study and the important points were problemised and interpreted by all participants as 
seen from a gender perspective. We emphasise the fact that the interpretations of the examples 
are not the results of individual researchers but come from the discursive activity in the 
circle.3  
 
The research circle meetings to a large extent emphasised the field of tension between theory 
and practice. Theoretical knowledge finds bases in practical experience, in meetings between 
researchers and practitioners. On the other hand experiences may become more meaningful if 
viewed from a theoretical perspective. Both cases hopefully encourage new things, in other 
words increased understanding of certain issues. However this does not imply that participants 
in a research circle have found the answers to all questions and problems. On the contrary we 
could claim that it has created a more solid ground for approaching a situation through 
different activities. The research circle could be seen as a means to reconnect and further 
develop the study circle, which is part of the old educational tradition in Sweden. However it 
does offer somewhat different dimensions to a problem through its connection to research. 
The primary purpose of the work in a research circle is, as stated above, to increase the joint 
knowledge basis that may contribute to “changes in attitudes, approaches, work…” (Härnsten 
et al 2006, p. 12). 
 
The research circle as a discursive practice 
Mutual knowledge is intensified and changed in research circles since we offer each other 
access to personal experiences and work situations via language. According to structural 
language philosophy (Saussure 1960) languages represent and transmit information about 
conditions, behaviours and facts about the world in general. However the ideas of Saussure 
and structural theorists have been developed and in some cases heavily modified. Rather than 
representing or transmitting information about more or less solid systems, language and 
utilisation of language (discourse) could be seen as tools to construct meaning and content in 
a social world.4 The content becomes crucial in terms of how the world image, social 
identities and social relations, including power relations, are developed. One could say that 
the discourse contributes to a construction and a constitution of the social world, and is at the 
same time affected by this (Phillips & Winther Jörgensen 2000). The linguistic construction 
of boys and girls – how we speak to them and about them – contributes to conditions that in 
turn affect the creation of social identity. Through language and utilisation of language 
different unequal power relations could be either reproduced or critically analysed and 
questioned. The British linguist Norman Fairclough (1995) says that the term “critical” could 
be explained as follows: 
 

                                                             
3 The empirical examples used in the following section are gathered from the minutes kept at each meeting.  
4 The discursive turn has meant that focus has been put on language as a social construction and not an individual occurrence. 
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By ’critical’ discourse analysis I mean discourse analysis which aims to 
systematically explore often opaque relationships of causality and 
determination between a) discursive practices, events and texts, and b) wider 
social and cultural structures, relations and processes; to investigate how 
such practices, events and texts arise out of and are ideologically shaped by 
relations of power and struggles over power; and to explore how the opacity 
of these relationships between discourse and society is itself a factor 
securing power and hegemony . (Fairclough 1995, p. 132) 

 
Critical analysis of the use of language could actually reveal how ”…practitioners, events and 
texts arise out of and are ideologically shaped by relations of power and struggles over 
power…” (Fairclough 1995, p. 132). 
 
The reason to critically question things is to contribute to changes as regards how to refer to 
and eventually categorise equal conditions, which was the case when the participants of the 
research circles examined if the values that we transmit through speech tend to reproduce 
gender patterns. The melting pot of mutual language acts represented in the research circle 
changes and intensifies the understanding of the pedagogical implications of preschool work 
in relation to gender. Were we really as “equal” and “equal between genders” as we were used 
to thinking? Were boys and girls offered equal opportunities for development based on the 
different prerequisites? Through expressing and contrasting a number of different 
perspectives we are able to change the meaning of ideas, approaches and work situations. All 
participants were included in this renegotiation. This opens up for changes. Conversations and 
documentation may contribute to intensified reflections that tell us something about 
constructions around us. This could enable us to understand who we are, how we construct 
ourselves and our children into specific behavioural patterns, and also identify the 
prerequisites and risks of our actions. The question is how to break traditional patterns and 
establish alternative pedagogical practices. 
 
Fairclough (1995) mentions discursive practices, in which speech or texts construct meaning 
and thus contribute to shaping content and substance in the social world. Consequently the 
research circle could be seen as an example of a practical discourse. In this case the discursive 
practices imply the linguistic exchange that occurs at the research circle meetings. How could 
we in a more intensified manner and based on other social practices understand the content 
that has been jointly constructed in relation to gender? Discourse analysis is a theoretical and 
analytical tool for problemising and analysing the relation between on the one hand the ideas 
that are expressed in the research circle and on the other hand how this could be understood in 
social and societal contexts. When we have our meetings we carry with us knowledge and 
experiences from other discursive practices, i.e. from conversations in other arenas, in this 
case with colleagues or children and parents. In these conversations – directly in the research 
circle and indirectly referred to or related to in the conversations (for example between two 
children in a previous playing situation) – the message is mediated between social power 
structures and the pedagogical situations of young children. This means that a number of 
discursive practices are embedded in and affect each other. At the same time as we become 
part of a certain discursive practice, we refer to many other practices through the use of our 
language. 
 
Unlike some other discursive theory orientations (Cf Laclau & Mouffe) Fairclough insists that 
the discursive dimensions in social practices are only one among many other aspects. Certain 
social phenomena adhere to other logics than those of discourses and must consequently be 
studied with other sets of tools than discourse analytical. This may for instance concern 
financial logics or actual practices in which institutionalisations of specific types of social 
actions occur (Phillips & Winther Jörgensen 2000). Discourses collaborate with these other, 
more concrete and non-discursive practices in a dialectic relation. Discursive ideas, according 
to Fairclough, do not only occur in “free room for ideas” but are closely linked to actual, 
material structures.  
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The discursive constitution of society does not originate in the free room for ideas 
in the minds of people but comes from a social practice that is closely connected 
to and oriented towards actual, material social structures. (Fairclough 1992, p. 
66) 

 
The theory of Fairclough thus carries more traces of Marxism and makes it less of a post-
structuralism than certain other discourse theoretical orientations. Although the discursive 
dimensions are in focus when we attempt to identify the ideas brought up in the research 
circles, we must still do this in contrast to the role of material structures. The interaction 
between the discursive and the material world gives meaning to our existence. It is not a 
question of either-or but rather about both-and. In our study, however, the discursive 
dimensions are mostly in focus. 
 
When we are active at research circle meetings and conversations, we may critically ask how 
social power structures are expressed – and how the organisation of them in the long run 
could contribute to affecting our reality. In this case children, parents, pedagogues as well as 
researchers are included in this influencing situation. The research circle as a pedagogical and 
discursive practice inspires all participants to focusing on phenomena in a more aware and 
systematic manner, which is also required in order to expose the gender patterns that in a 
sophisticated way appear in preschools and society in general. 
 
 
Empirical examples     
Much of the work with gender equality and equality in general entails identifying the gender 
patterns and structures that subtly affect the interaction between adults and children, children 
and adults in the pedagogical practice. At our meetings we alternated between actual 
experiences from preschool teachers’ pedagogical practice and more distanced reflection in 
order to gradually gain a wider and more principal understanding of the issue in question. 
This involves a joint effort to refer back to a number of events in order to find new 
understanding. How we understand the empirical examples at this point is closely connected 
to how the conversations in the circle evolves, which ideas that are challenged and what 
possible changes could come out of them. 
 
These processes, however, are not easy processes and obstacles may sometimes occur along 
the way. There are no guarantees for transgression and that changes or even deeper 
understanding occurs. It takes time, though, and strong commitment, ability to remain open-
minded, willingness to learn, ability to critically examine as well as a number of different 
systematic observations of the organisation. 
 
In the discussion about equal conditions for boys and girls in preschools ideas for how gender 
structures arise and are manifested have gradually evolved. Here are a few examples. The 
realisation that pedagogues in certain situations base their work methods on presupposed 
notions of boys and girls rather than on individuals when meeting children in play, story 
telling time, lunch breaks or in the coat room in the morning requires both time and courage. 
The discovery that a little girl offering boys “cleaning help” as a means to achieve recognition 
and access to the newly constructed play house in the woods is not a naturally occurring 
event. It takes commitment and systematic observation in order to realise that girls often make 
sure that other children eat properly at the dinner table and that their conversations often start 
out with questions such as “May I help you?” “Would you like some more food?” whereas the 
boys dominate the conversations and speak of things that interest them. Feminist research has 
for a long time documented similar speech patterns in contexts with different gender mixes. 
Fraser (2003) suggests that a conversation might actually hide subtle forms of control. 
Recognition – yes. But the next question will be: how and as what?  Honneth (2003) says that 
one way of understanding recognition is that individuals should be recognized and respected 
in their “difference” and that our conceptions of a moral good way of acting is related to this 
how and as what. 
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The social and linguistic interaction in the dining situation could be understood and 
interpreted similarly to the cleaning help example. Girls are referred to and tend to take on the 
role of being sensitive to other people’s needs and thus achieve certain acceptance in the 
interaction. The boys, on the other hand, often interrupt, make statements based on their own 
interests and dominate the conversations. This means that the boys dominate the 
conversations around the table both in form and content. If we continue to encourage this 
interaction pattern, it might prevent boys from learning how to listen to and show 
consideration of others. 
 
The example mentioned above with the girl who offered to help clean the newly constructed 
play house leads us to the idea of a constitution of traditional gender patterns. The girl accepts 
a task that in no way interferes with the boys’ interests, thus gaining access to the community. 
This is an example of a type of interaction in which girls fulfil the boys’ wishes, which might 
result in subordination. Anyhow we are not dealing with participation on equal terms. 
 
We also focused on the environment and materials available to the children in preschools. 
Focus was put on dress-up attributes and the literature offered the children and pedagogues. 
What is in a “dress-up box”? What linguistic presentation of boys and girls do we find in 
children’s books? At a closer look we realised that the dress-up box largely contained princess 
outfits and typically female attributes associated with older extremely elegant ladies. What 
view on women do we gain from this material? How do the clothes in the dress-up box and 
our use of language affect free play? Through documentation it was revealed that play became 
relatively limited. Games arose in which girls to a large extent performed simple chores 
within the home whereas the prince or man went on an adventure on a much larger playing 
field. There is also strong focus on looks and beauty attributes that contribute to a language 
use in the interaction which objectifies the little girl.  
 
Through conversations in the research circle the pedagogues also become aware of their roles 
in the interaction and collaboration with children. At times they have asked themselves if 
there are children in the group who, for instance, are never seen – and if so, why. Who are 
these children? In some cases silent girls withdrew and were not seen or heard but simply 
“disappeared” into quiet games. Are there also children or groups of children who are 
constantly seen and heard and if so, why? This posed a question: What is encouraged in girls 
and boys and what factors are suppressed? 
 
Odelfors (2006) and Månsson (2000) maintain that girls to a larger extent than boys adjust to 
predetermined conditions. Wahlström (2003) says in his studies that adults at an early stage 
attribute gender roles to children and thus construct norms of acceptable behaviour for each 
gender. Part of the interaction in empirical examples could be understood based on Odelfors’ 
(2006) concepts “being in control” and “being controlled”. Being in control means that you 
participate in setting the terms for yourself and others. Being controlled means that others set 
the terms. In a number of examples mentioned above we can see how boys to a large extent 
are able to “be in control” whereas girls in various situations are often “being controlled”. If 
participants are excluded or are only allowed to participate on other people’s terms, if they are 
seen as odd or simply become invisible in the social interaction, Fraser (2003) talks of 
misjudging. The extent to which social arrangements prevent participation on equal terms 
through lack of recognition determines how unfair they are. Taylor (2004) claims that 
“recognition is not only a sign of politeness that we owe to other people. It is a vital human 
need” (p. 38). If we view recognition as a question of status, it is possible to analyse how 
institutionalised cultural value patterns affect the relative position of the participants.  
 
In a more systematic analysis of the pedagogical documentation posted on the walls in the 
hallway, members of the staff were able to distinguish how boys and girls in many cases were 
presented in ways that referred to traditional gender patterns. The pictures showed a quietly 
sitting, concentrated, reading and caring girl and an active, building, climbing and fighting 
boy on an adventure. These types of expressions that are expected and normalised are 
soothing to the surroundings and offer no challenges. Since no ideas are fundamentally 
questioned, it may be that many parents are pleased with the messages conveyed in the 
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pictures. The pedagogue may also gain some sort of confirmation of the professional role, i.e. 
he or she receives a signal that they have acted “correctly” in their choice of pictures. 
Everything is “as it should be”. Still there is room for some concern. Is the normality created 
in preschools a contributing cause to the fact that boys more often than girls are low-achievers 
in school, expose themselves to dangers and exert violence, and that girls become over-
achievers who wish to take care of others? Is it possible for preschools/schools to make room 
for new and alternative approaches that are not as closely associated with traditional gender 
patterns? 
 
Seeing and understanding gender patterns and structures that occur in meetings between 
children and between members of the staff and children in preschools has challenged and 
sometimes even changed our presupposed ideas. Reflection and awareness has characterised 
numerous discussions as regards the question of providing girls and boys equal opportunities 
for creation of identity, learning and multiplicity. Today every child in Sweden has a formal 
and legal right to participate in preschool activities, although the question of free access to 
multiplicity and participation on equal terms cannot simply be reduced to attendance or 
absence of formal exclusions (Fraser 2003). Even though all children are formally and legally 
entitled to participate in preschool activities there may still be obstacles for participation and 
equal possibilities for multiplicity and its creation of meaning. These obstacles could come 
from cultural value patterns. In discussions about power structures and gender structures it has 
been inevitable for pedagogues to ask themselves: Whose eyes are noticing things? Gradually 
emphasis has been put on the pedagogues’ work terms. How does society – and you – look on 
the profession? This puts focus on the pedagogue. 
 
 
A double subordination 
Many of us who have participated in the research circles have been genuinely interested in 
gender issues in relation to our personal work situations. Nonetheless when we have been 
forced to look upon our own role in society in relation to gender patterns and power structures 
sometimes our “view is obstructed”. Positioning oneself on the outside and looking at the 
personal life situation – professionally and privately – has posed a great obstacle for some. 
Studying a context that you are a part of may be a problem from many aspects. One such issue 
concerns what you have got used to as being the norm, in my world and from my points of 
view. 
 
What structures are we part of? Globally speaking Sweden is seen as one of the most gender 
equal countries in the world. General awareness tends to focus on the following “truth”: ”We 
live in the most gender equal country in the world”. For this reason it could be rather 
complicated to accept statistical information that suggests that women in Sweden are 
subordinated when it comes to gender concerning for instance social justices such as 
influence, salaries, occupational injuries, health care, medication etc. Myth and reality are on 
a collision course. Within the framework of UN survey the gender equality process in Sweden 
has for example been described as “contradictory”.5 Despite legislation and other measures of 
impressive kinds we still find that e.g. men’s violence towards women has not been 
sufficiently addressed. 
 
The conversations in the research circle has focused on circumstances that tend to subject 
women as a group to trivialising, objectifying and derogative descriptions in media or sexual 
harassment, sexual assault and domestic violence. Similarly boys and men are e.g. subjected 
to the strong driving forces of the macho culture. Several among us have expressed that it is 
difficult to approach the exposal of boys and girls in sexist power fields. Someone was even 
doubtful if “this concurs with the truth”. Am I really a part of this myself and what similar 
patterns are visible in preschools and the surrounding world? What connections and 
interactions exist between them? It is vital to understand your role and the preschool culture in 
                                                             
5 22 June 2006 – Describing the “gender equality experience” in Sweden as being a “contradictory process,” a United Nations rights expert 

has said that the root causes of violence against women in the country have remain unchallenged and become normalized despite an 
impressive amount of legislation aimed at stamping out the problem. 
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=18960&Cr=sweden&Cr1= (2008-02-07) 

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=18960&Cr=sweden&Cr1
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relation to existing gender structures, which requires long-term pedagogical planning and 
competence development. The possibilities for this are also part of a wider social structure. 
 
In terms of the conditions that apply to the pedagogue profession there is reason to reflect on 
the status – or lack of it – in society concerning preschool teachers. As a profession it is 
primarily dominated by women with low salaries that reflect among other things decisions on 
salaries and other conditions e.g. tight economy in the organisation as a whole. Hence the 
structure of the municipal economy appears to be a disadvantage to work places dominated by 
women within the service sector and in schools, health- and care systems in particular. These 
operations are generally femininely coded. If the pedagogues in preschools due to financial 
savings are not offered chances for pedagogical planning and necessary competence 
development, they will hardly be able to assert their own and their children’s interests in a 
wider sense. 
 

 ”I have thirty-nine scheduled working hours and one hour’s scheduled planning 
per week. How am I supposed to have time to collaborate with colleagues in 
larger pedagogical projects? When will I have the opportunity to reflect on 
activities in relation to gender at this work place? And how am I to find time to 
seeing and understanding the traditional gender patterns that I am the carrier 
of?” (Preschool teacher) 
 

 
Preschool pedagogues are part of a cultural value pattern that traditionally places women 
work low on the status hierarchy scale. The cultural degrading of women and women’s 
experiences is obvious in salaries and working conditions. Today the chores in the home that 
used to be the responsibility of women are an essential part of the labour market. As of now 
the mission is to get an education in order to professionally care for society’s citizens. The 
objective of the work and its content relies on well-developed care ethics, but is nonetheless 
in many regards not valued high enough. Lack of recognition and social respect for the 
profession of the preschool teacher is expressed on occasion. At the same time Fraser (2003) 
claims that it is important to find a link between on the one hand andro-centric norms that 
degrade typically “female” work and on the other hand the low salaries of female workers. 
Child minders who upgrade their education and become teachers with orientation towards 
preschools and primary schools are for instance not automatically rewarded with a higher 
salary. 
 
Is it really unreasonable to suggest that the work and the pedagogues are both subjects to a 
double subordination, i.e. financially speaking and concerning the social respect of 
recognition? 
 
 
Aspects of recognition and redistribution 
Questions on gender equality include aspects of recognition and redistribution (Fraser 2003) 
which are mirrored in the interaction between individuals, work and social structures. “When 
both perspectives are combined we find that gender is a two-dimensional category” (Fraser 
2003, p. 234). In many regards redistribution concerns political-economical issues, whereas 
recognition refers to culturally influenced ideas about status hierarchy.  The two large 
contemporary recognition theorists Honneth (2000/2003) and Taylor (1994) define the 
concept of recognition in a similar manner. Taylor’s definition states that “non-recognition or 
misjudging could cause injury, could be a type of oppression that forces people into a false, 
distorted and restricted existence…” (Ibid. p. 38) Taylor says further that recognition is a vital 
human need. Honneth claims that refusal to give recognition is linked to various types of 
disrespect. We have seen that recognition (or lack of it) is subtly embedded in the work 
situation and not easy to identify. Injustice – for example lack of recognition – limits the 
subject in his or her actions, says Honneth (2000/2003). 
 
“Gender codes cultural interpretation- and value patterns that are central to the status order as 
a whole” (Fraser 2003, p. 233). Andro-centric value patterns construct wide zones in the 
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social interaction. Fraser illustrates how this is expressed in various contexts, including in the 
working life and everyday life. The professional identity of preschool pedagogues is 
subordinated in relation to male dominated, high salary professions. The pedagogical value of 
a preschool teacher’s work has hardly been recognised, if a teacher is scheduled for thirty-
nine working hours and only one hour’s pedagogical planning per week (see example). The 
question of the competence development of preschool pedagogues is interesting if contrasted 
to recognition. If upgraded child minders are not rewarded salary wise by their employers, 
than the actual merit of academic studies is low. In most cases, however, competence 
development is fairly highly appreciated and rewarded. So is in fact the child minder’s unpaid 
efforts – and a little girl’s offer to “help clean” – really about gender that codes value 
patterns? It is possible to identify contemporary and similar processes in this example. 
 
The other basic concept of Fraser (2003) in relation to gender equality is redistribution, which 
includes political-economical dimensions. A more just distribution of financial means would 
have a huge effect on women’s positions, says Fraser. However it is not enough. Since 
recognition and redistribution are closely connected to gender patterns and power structures, 
they cannot be isolated from each other if changes are to occur. It is not enough to praise the 
educated child minder in words alone. She must also be compensated salary wise. Fraser says 
(as does Fairclough) that the expressions of material dimensions must collaborate with 
discursively negotiated meanings in order to shape and change society. 
 
In the research circles it was made clear that preschool activities are always conducted under 
meagre conditions, both in terms of the pedagogical practice with children and the preschool 
pedagogues’ salaries. For example the pedagogues needed to be really creative when it came 
to doing as much as possible of as little as possible. Judging from the great importance of for 
example a simple field trip to the members of the staff at a preschool, we may conclude that 
those are not regular occurrences. 
 
In his social-theoretical framework Habermas (1981) makes a distinction between the 
concepts material reproduction and symbolic reproduction. Fraser (2003) interprets the latter 
concept as linguistically developed norms and patterns for interpretation that are constitutive 
for social identities. Thus when children and young people socialise a type of symbolic 
reproduction takes place. Child upbringing, child supervision and child care are examples of 
symbolic reproductions and have traditionally been included in “natural” practices for unpaid 
women. Fraser (2003) however claims that child upbringing for example is just as much an 
example of material reproduction, since this type of work also to a large extent concerns the 
biological survival of the child. She says further that maintaining the distinction between 
material and symbolic reproduction becomes central to the subordination of women in 
society. This gives us legitimacy for referring women to a natural and “separate sphere” (Ibid 
p. 57) and limit their room for action while neglecting to give recognition and just distribution 
of financial resources. A preschool pedagogue is both a wage earner in the material 
reproduction and involved in the symbolic reproduction of child care. The question is to what 
extent so-called symbolic reproduction could still be referred to as natural and self-evident for 
women and consequently less valued. 
 
Preschool teachers are if not unpaid than at least low-paid. Is it the traditional view on 
working with symbolic reproduction that affects the salary setting? The lack of recognition 
and just distribution of financial resources in organisations and salaries make preschool 
teachers subjects of double subordination. 
 
Concluding words 
Initially we stated that children’s participation on equal terms is a basic objective of 
preschools and that it has a special place in society for instance through its socialising role. 
These early childhood years form the bases of identities, roles, norms and values. Yet 
preschool children cannot be separated from other important social contexts where parents 
and friends play major parts. A number of studies, however, emphasise the fact that a 
pedagogue has a central role when it comes to counteracting stereotypical gender patterns 
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(Birgerstam 1999; Davies 2003; Norberg 2005). The observations of the pedagogue and the 
values he or she carries become very significant in this work. 
 
Professionals are often encouraged to find new knowledge, understanding and values, but 
where does this new information end up? At our meetings in the circles we have attempted to 
problemise our experiences from our daily work with children and put them in a different 
light, in a wider historical and social context. Beginning a conversation that encourages 
someone to develop and intensify one’s insights and values is a strenuous process but also 
very stimulating. Identifying, analysing and eventually changing a situation is not simple. 
This process requires stepping outside of one’s personal perspective in a reasonable manner in 
order to meet others. It concerns asking critical questions about historical, cultural and social 
occurrences in learning processes, but also about personal actions. Who am I as the 
pedagogue in the situation? Pedagogues alone cannot be held accountable for power 
structures, since they are part of and fed by external forces from cultural and social contexts. 
It is interesting to ask what conditions, possibilities and obstacles that pedagogues are faced 
with when they wish to address gender equality and equality, when they are in fact caught 
within the same structural patterns that they are trying to change. The challenge of identifying 
and penetrating notions that form traditional gender patterns is even more complicated since 
they exist and influence different social practices: in working with children, among 
pedagogues and in a number of different social contexts. To fully understand the complexity 
of a learning process one must also look at how the researcher – for example in choice of 
theories and execution of the discussion in the research circle – is also involved and affected 
by the same power field as the children and pedagogues. The pedagogical challenge appears 
to be gigantic. 
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